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telecommunications data, it is possible and increasingly
valuable to find and report anomalies in the data to prevent
personal threats to users, financial threats to service
providers, or other types of unexpected threats. One area of
research that can aid in this type of potential threat is
anomaly detection. In this paper we aim to show that,
specifically in the case of mobile telecom data, a graphbased anomaly detection approach can provide some
valuable insight into the calling patterns.
Examination of call records shows the intuitive nature of
representing this data in terms of a graph. For example,
Onnela et al., while not specifically focusing on the
problem of anomaly detection, have success representing
their large-scale phone call data as a call graph [Onnela et
al. 2007]. Similarly, Eberle and Holder showed that
anomalies in movements and social relationships can be
detected using data from mobile devices represented as a
graph [Eberle and Holder 2008]. This representation
follows from the fact that we can consider phone calls as a
type of transaction between individuals which indicates a
relationship between them. Take for example, a phone call
from person A to person B who, in turn, calls person C.
We now have an indirect relationship between person A
and person C. Thus, upon representing each person as a
node in a graph and the phone calls between them as edges,
it is straightforward to visualize the relationships between
each person.
We believe that representing telecom data as a graph
will provide an intuitive and efficient method for detecting
anomalies. To evaluate our hypothesis, we will use the
Graph-Based Anomaly Detection (GBAD) tool - provided
by Eberle and Holder and discussed in their 2007 paper - in
the hopes of finding anomalies in the data [Eberle and
Holder 2007]. We include phone call and text message data
as our primary anomaly detection features.

Abstract
According to a survey conducted by the Communications
Fraud Control Association an estimated $46.3 billion were
lost due to telecommunications fraud in 2013. This suggests
that the potential for intentional exploitation of unsuspecting
users is an ongoing issue, and finding anomalies in
telecommunications data can aide in the security of users,
their phones, their personal information, and the companies
that provide them services. Most anomaly detection
approaches applied to this type of data use some type of
statistical representation; however, we think that a more
natural representation is to consider telecom traffic as a
graph. In this paper, we specifically focus on using graphbased anomaly detection to find and report anomalies in
telecom data. Up until now, little work seems to be focused
on detecting and reporting anomalies in telecommunications
data represented as a graph. Moreover, even less work
seems to focus on detecting anomalies in phone call history
with this same representation. Our goal in this application
paper is to use real-world cell phone traffic to detect
anomalies in user patterns based on phone call and text
message history.

Introduction
According to the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), in 2014 mobile subscriptions in underdeveloped
nations are estimated to be quickly growing and mobile
subscriptions in developed nations are estimated to start
reaching levels of saturation [ITU 2014]. This increase in
the use of mobile devices can have serious implications
ranging anywhere from protecting the security of user
information to protecting mobile phone service providers
from fraudulent usage of services such as cloning SIM
cards, etc. With this abundance of mobile
Copyright © 2015, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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In the next section, we diiscuss what wo
ork has alread
dy
bbeen done; paarticularly worrk that has beeen done usin
ng
aanomaly detecttion on mobile telecommuniccation networks;
aand then we foccus on relevan
nt work that giv
ves more insigh
ht
innto our reason
n for representiing our data ass a graph. In th
he
ffollowing sectiion we exploree the structure of the data an
nd
hhow we comb
bined differentt sets of data for use in ou
ur
eexperiments. We
W also providee some informaation relating to
t
hhow much daata we use, and
a
explain our
o reasons fo
or
sselecting speciffic sections forr experimentatiion. Then in th
he
ssection that follows we discu
uss what experiiments were ru
un
oon the data sett, and we pressent the resultss obtained from
m
rrunning our exp
periments. Wee then concludee the paper witth
ssome suggestio
ons for future work that miight be done in
i
oorder to improv
ve upon the ressults presented here.

me, outperform
ms their fixedd-order Markoov modelschem
based method in booth high detecction rate andd low false
alarm rate, especiallyy for low-speeed users.
In tthe paper by Damopoulos et aal. they explainn how they
evaluaated four diffferent machinee learning alggorithms –
Bayessian network,, radial basis function, K-nearest
neighbbors, and randdom Forest – ffor their effecttiveness in
the ddetection of aanomalies in mobile deviices when
considdering phone call history, SMS history,, and web
browssing history bboth separateely and in cconjunction
[Damaapoulos et al. 2011]. To evvaluate their reesults, they
use 100-fold cross-vaalidation and 666% split methods. While
their rresults are prom
mising, they nooted on severall occasions
that ceertain algorithhms performedd poorly, whenn compared
to the others, due to lack of enoughh data values.

Reprresenting Phoone Call Dataa as a Graph
h

Related
d Work

The reesearch of Onnnela et al. exaamines the struucture of a
very llarge data set aand the “tie” sstrengths for innteractions
betweeen individualss [Onnela et al. 2008]. They show that,
contraary to one's inntuition, in thee removal of strong ties
first, tthe network dooes not disinteegrate, but it dooes shrink;
whereeas, upon rem
moving weak ties first, the network
quicklly dissolves. They also coonsider the eff
ffect of tie
strenggth on informaation diffusion throughout thhe network.
On thhis front they find that neithher strong norr weak ties
have any effect on the spread of informatiion in the
netwoork.

T
This paper maakes use of tw
wo primary ty
ypes of relateed
w
work: (1) anom
maly detection for
f mobile teleecommunicatio
on
nnetworks, and (2) representin
ng phone call data
d as a graph
h.
T
The sources rellating to mobille telecommun
nication networrk
aanomaly detecttion have a mo
ore direct relatiion to our work
k,
ssince we consid
der the detectio
on of anomaliees in this type of
o
nnetwork. The sources
s
relatin
ng to represen
nting phone caall
ddata as a graaph mostly contribute to supporting ou
ur
ddecision to use a graph-based
d approach for representing
r
th
he
ddata and a grap
ph-based tool fo
or running our experiments on
o
thhe data.

A
Anomaly Dettection in Mo
obile Telecom
m Networks
B
Büschkes, Kesd
dogan, and Reiich present an algorithm usin
ng
a statistical app
proach, Bayes Decision
D
Rule,, which they usse
too detect anom
malies in userr behavior on
n cellular radiio
nnetworks [Büch
hkes, Kesdogaan, and Reich 1998]. Using a
ssecurity focus, they apply their approach by
b tracking useer
loocations throu
ugh network cells and determining
d
th
he
pprobability of a user's transitiion from one cell into the nex
xt
bbased on the usser's prior behaavior. Howeverr, as pointed ou
ut
inn their reseaarch, high raates of chang
ge in behavio
or
aassociated wiith commutin
ng adversely
y affects th
he
eeffectiveness off their approacch.
Sun et al. present
p
two deetection schem
mes, Lempel-Ziiv
aand fixed-orderr Markov model, that they usse to create useer
m
mobility profilles through ceellular network
ks and comparre
thhe results of each
e
approach [Sun et al. 20
006]. Moreoveer,
thhey dynamicaally update the mobility prrofile using th
he
eexponentially weighted
w
movin
ng average tecchnique. Both of
o
thhese anomaly intrusion dettection techniq
ques, similar to
t
B
Büschkes, Kessdogan, and Reich,
R
track user
u
movementts
thhrough networrk cells as theeir intrusion deetection featuree.
IIn their researcch, Sun et al., show that theeir Lempel-Ziv
vbbased method,, which derivees from a daata compressio
on

Figuree 1. The condenssed database schhema containingg only the
tables we use in our reesearch.
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F
Figure 2. A visu
ual representatio
on of a subgraph (consisting of data
d
for 2 users)..

about certain users, pparticularly in the case that aan anomaly
messages.
was deetected regardiing data from ttheir calls or m
Wee now provide a brief descripttion of the attriibutes used
in ourr experiments. First, the direection attribute from the
“callloog” table haas possible vvalues of “IIncoming”,
“Outggoing”, or “Miissed Call”. Foor our purposees, we used
the firrst two types of directions since we waant to only
considder calls that cconnect. Howeever, in the neext section
we deescribe how annd why we parrtially account for missed
calls. The descripttion attribute is used to determine
whethher the transacttion was a calll or a text meessage. The
duratioon attribute w
was used after bbeing bucketizzed; that is,
we sepparated the inttegral durationn values into 4 “buckets”
namelly, “none”, “shhort”, “medium
m”, “long”, thatt were used
to givve more conteext to the durration values as well as
providde a more conssistent and useeful normative pattern for
the puurposes of usinng GBAD. Ourr buckets weree calculated
as intterquartile rangges of the intteger durationn values of
valid calls. The moddel attribute w
was used to proovide extra
mation about the user in our graph. Finally, the
inform
numbeer and phonee number atttributes were used for
determ
mining who thee other party inn the call or texxt message
was; hhowever, sincee phone numbeers were anonyymized, we
chose to represent thhe user's phonne number by tthe country
mber.
and ciity codes from the phone num

Data
a Set
O
Our data set comes from actu
ual, anonymized
d cellular phon
ne
ddata provided by Nokia thrrough the 2012 Mobile Datta
C
Challenge (MD
DC). We provid
de a condensed
d diagram of th
he
ddatabase schem
ma containing only the tablles from whicch
ddata was extraacted in Figurre 1. (For inteerested readerrs,
innformation on
n requesting a full diagram of the databasse
sschema can be found at the Id
diap Data Distrribution websitte
– https://www.idiap.ch/dataset/mdc/downlo
oad). Note thaat
nnot all the posssible data is used.
u
Instead, we focus on a
ssubset of it inccluding teleph
hone calls and text messages,
w
which are ussed in the experiments,
e
and
a
the userr's
ddemographic data
d
for provid
ding insight wh
hile interpretin
ng
thhe results off our experim
ments. Both topics will be
b
ddiscussed in mo
ore depth in thee next section.
Some generaal statistics abo
out the data aree in order: firsst,
w
we take data frrom 113 uniqu
ue users, each with
w an averag
ge
oof about 38 calls and text messages
m
to oth
her users amon
ng
thhose 113 alreaady in the dataa set. While eaach of the userrs
w
were involved
d in several interactions
i
with
w
people no
ot
ccontained in th
he data set, on
nly those interaactions betweeen
uusers were considered. Our reesearch primarrily incorporatees
ddata extracted from both thee “calllog” and
d the “devicess”
taables which arre depicted in Figure 1. Thee “calllog” tablle
ccontains a list of phone calls and text meessages betweeen
uusers and their contacts, and the “devices” table contains a
liist of phone models
m
correspo
onding to each
h user. Also, if a
uuser had multtiple phone models,
m
only one was used
d.
IIndirectly, we use
u the rest off the tables fro
om Figure 1 fo
or
a necessary. The
T exception to
t
thhe purposes off joining data as
thhis rule, howeever, is the “deemographics” table which, as
a
aalready mention
ned, is used fo
or accessing deemographic datta

Experim
mental Setup
p and Resultts
Our exxperimental seetup consists oof extracting thhe required
data ffrom the databbase, combiniing it to contaain all the
requirred informatioon for each oof the users, creating a
multiuuser graph from
m the data forr all users, andd running it
througgh one of thhe anomaly ddetection algoorithms in
GBAD
D. In the follow
wing sections,, we expand m
more on the
main steps involvved in prepaaring and runnning our
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and D
DL(S) is the ddescription lenngth of the suubstructure.
Usingg a beam searcch (a limited llength queue oof the best
few ppatterns that haave been founnd so far), thee algorithm
growss patterns one eedge at a timee, continually ddiscovering
what ssubstructures bbest compress the descriptionn length of
the innput graph. Thhe strategy im
mplemented is that after
extendding each subsstructure by onne edge, it evalluates each
extendded substructuure based uponn its compresssion value
(the hhigher the bettter). A list is maintained oof the best
substrructures, and thhis process is ccontinually reppeated until
either there are no m
more substructuures to consider or a userspeciffied limit is reaached.
In summary, thee GBAD appproach is baseed on the
exploiitation of struucture in data represented aas a graph.
GBAD
D discovers anomalous iinstances of structural
patternns in data thaat represent enntities, relationnships and
actionns. GBAD unncovers the rrelational natuure of the
probleem, rather thhan solely thhe traditional statistical
deviattion of individuual data attribuutes. Attribute deviations
are evvaluated in thee context of thhe relationshipps between
structuurally similar entities. In addition, mosst anomaly
detecttion methods use a superviised approach, requiring
labeleed data in advvance (e.g., illiicit versus leggitimate) in
BAD is an unnsupervised
order to train theirr system. GB
approaach, which doees not require any baseline innformation
about relevant or knnown anomaliees. To summariize, GBAD
looks for those acttivities that apppear to matchh normal /
mate / expeccted transactiions, but in fact are
legitim
structuurally differennt. For more innformation reggarding the
GBAD
D algorithms, tthe readers shoould refer to [Eberle and
Holdeer 2007].
Finaally, GBAD hhas two potentiial evaluation m
metrics for
discovvering the norm
mative patternns: MDL and ssize. MDL,
or Miinimum Descriiption Length, is based uponn the work
of [Riissanen 1989] and the idea oof compressionn. The size
metricc makes a tradee-off between tthe size and freequency of
a subsstructure.

eexperiments an
nd then we concclude the sectio
on by providin
ng
oour results and how we interp
preted them. Allso, following is
a brief descrip
ption of GBAD, the tool used
u
to run ou
ur
eexperiments.

T
The Graph
F
Figure 2 we prrovide a visuall representation
n (consisting of
o
ddata from only 2 users) of thee graph topology used for on
ne
eexample of a subgraph.
s
The complete grap
ph for all userrs
hhad a total off 966 vertices and 5602 ed
dges. From this
ddiagram, some simple observ
vations can be made,
m
but som
me
cclarifications are
a also necesssary. First, wee would like to
t
ppoint out that for
f interactions between two
o users we onlly
hhave one “call”” or “text” nod
de and we usee the number of
o
eedges out of th
hat node to thee “user” node to represent th
he
nnumber of calls or text messages from one
o user to th
he
oother. On that note,
n
we shoulld mention thaat the number of
o
eedges into a trransaction (a call
c or text) no
ode need not be
b
eequal to the nu
umber of edges out of the trransaction nodee.
T
This is likely a result of the fact
f that we did
d not include an
a
eedge for missed
d calls, but we did include the attempted caall
w
whether it was missed or nott. Or, for exam
mple, in the casse
oof text messag
ges, one user might have sent many tex
xt
m
messages to another
a
but th
he other did not necessarilly
aanswer each tex
xt message. An
nother observaation that can be
b
m
made is that thee country code (41 in this exaample) is shareed
aamongst all users in the sam
me country, yett city codes (7
78
aand 79 in this example)
e
are not
n shared. Wee chose to sharre
ccountry codess so as to potentially
p
disscover pattern
ns
aassociated with
h individual co
ountries. Howeever, city codees
aare only unique within a cou
untry, such thaat the same citty
ccode could be used
u
by multiple countries.

T
The Graph-B
Based Anoma
aly Detection
n Tool
T
There are threee general categories of anomaalies in a graph
h:
innsertions, mod
difications and
d deletions. In
nsertions woulld
cconstitute the presence
p
of an
n unexpected vertex or edgee.
M
Modifications would consist of an unexpeected label on a
vvertex or edge.. Deletions wo
ould constitute the unexpecteed
aabsence of a vertex
v
or edge. The graph--based anomally
ddetection tool that we decid
ded to use, GB
BAD, discoverrs
eeach of these types of anom
malies. Using a greedy beam
m
ssearch and a minimum
m
descriiption length (M
MDL) heuristicc,
G
GBAD first discovers the beest substructure, or normativ
ve
ppattern, in an in
nput graph. Th
he minimum deescription lengtth
((MDL) appro
oach is used
d to determ
mine the best
ssubstructure(s) (i.e., normatiive pattern) as
a the one thaat
m
minimizes the following:
f
M(S,G) = DL(G|S) + DL(S))

Figurre 3. Anomalies detected using tthe size evaluatioon metric.
(a) Thhe anomalous insertion of a counntry node, "358"". (b) The
anomaalous insertion oof a city node, "550".

w
where G is the entire graph, S is the substru
ucture, DL(G|S
S)
is the descriptio
on length of G after compresssing it using S,
S
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Finaally, we testedd, with the MD
DL evaluationn metric, to
see w
what, if any, aanomalies woould be detectted with a
normaative pattern haaving a minim
mum size of tw
wo vertices.
The rresult, depicteed in Figure 5, was the anomalous
insertiion of a city noode “77” whichh, in fact, is suupported by
the daata since, from
m the 45 users with a devicee model of
“RM- 159”, again, a single user waas in city “77”.
GBAD uses thrree distinct
Onee final note iss that while G
algoritthms for dettecting the thhree different types of
anomaalies in graphss, the only onee that yielded rresults was
the oone for deetecting anom
malous inserttions (the
probabbilistic one m
mentioned aboove). We thiink that a
differeent graph toppology than thhe one used hhere could
potenttially lead too the discoveery of other types of
anomaalies.

F
Figure 4. Anom
malies detected ussing the MDL evvaluation metricc
w
with minimum normative pattern
n size of 1. (a)Anomalous
iinsertion of a co
ountry code, “35
58”. (b) Anomalo
ous insertion of a
ccity code, “50”, (c) Anomalous insertion of a deevice node, “RM
M1160”.

T
The Results
N
Now that we have
h
discussed the setup of our
o experimentts
aand provided some backgrou
und information
n on the GBAD
D
toool, we will present the anomalies
a
detected with ou
ur
aapproach.
ng
Running thee probabilistic algorithm, useed for detectin
aanomalous inssertions, with the size evaaluation metricc,
ssuccessfully deetected two anomalies
a
each
h of which arre
ddepicted in Fig
gure 3; and usin
ng the MDL ev
valuation metriic
G
GBAD was able to detect the three anomaalies depicted in
i
F
Figure 4. The anomalies
a
in eaach of the figu
ures are depicteed
uusing a black vertex with white text to
o represent th
he
aanomalous inssertion of a vertex
v
and a dashed line to
t
rrepresent the an
nomalous inserrtion of an edge.
Further inspeection of the data
d seems to confirm
c
that th
he
aanomalies in Figure 3 (a) and
d 3 (b), are, in fact, anomaliees
ddue to the fact that of the 113
3 users, only one
o user has th
he
ccountry code 358, and similaarly, the same user is the onlly
oone to have thee city code 50 in
n their phone number.
n
When using
g the MDL evaluation
e
meetric, since th
he
nnormative pattterns were sm
maller, we cho
ose to try tw
wo
ddifferent norm
mative patterns: first, the default normativ
ve
ppattern (single “user” vertex
x) and, second
d, the next-best
nnormative patteern which had a minimum siize of 2 verticees
aand an edge (th
he “user” and “RM-159” vertiices).
The anomaliies from Figurre 4 (a) and 4 (b) are actuallly
thhe same as thee anomalies fro
om Figure 3 (a)) and 3 (b) eveen
w
with a quite diifferent normative pattern, due
d to using th
he
ddifferent evalu
uation metric, and as such,, we won't reeddiscuss them. The
T anomaly in
n Figure 4 (c), however,
h
show
ws
thhat an anomalous phone model
m
node waas inserted witth
laabel “RM-160
0”. The data, ag
gain, supports this result sincce
ffor the 113 ussers, only one user had a device
d
with thaat
m
model.

Figurre 5. An anomaly
ly detected usingg the MDL evaluation
m normative patttern size of 2.
metricc with a minimum

Conclussions and Fu
uture Work
k
In thiss paper, we haave claimed thaat it can provee beneficial
to putt an emphasiss towards usinng graphs forr detecting
anomaalies in mobile telecommuunications netw
works. We
show, with real-worrld data, that a graph represeentation for
the daata allows for the detectioon of 5 (but 3 unique)
anomaalous substrucctures in a moobile call grapph, two of
whichh were detectedd using distinctt evaluation m
metrics each
with ddifferent norm
mative patterns. In future worrk, we will
attemppt to apply othher anomaly deetection algorithhms on the
MDC data set, to provide a moree complete piccture of the
effectiiveness of tthe graph-bassed anomaly detection
approaach. Another ffocus of futurre work could be to find
more ggraph topologiies to potentiallly speed up thhe detection
processs, which wouuld be essentiall if this approaach were to
be useed in real-timee. We also inteend to further investigate
the isssues associatedd with “conceppt drift”. Conccept drift is
the iddea that patterrns can “drift”” over time ccausing the
normaative pattern foor a graph at oone time to pottentially be
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different than its normative pattern at a different time. As
we attempt to apply this approach to “big data”, or
streaming data, we will need to evaluate the optimization
of techniques that will allow for a graph-based anomaly
detection approach to be used in real-time.
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